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Galaxy Z Fold 6 is tipped to weigh less and appear thinner than its predecessor




Vishnu Sarangapurkar 

published 4 April 24



Thinner Galaxy foldable
After visiting the Galaxy Z Fold 6 renders a couple of months ago, new information suggests the expected screen dimensions and weight of the book-style foldable from Samsung.
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Google wants Gemini to help you respond to emails in Gmail for Android




Brady Snyder 

published 4 April 24



AI replies
Google announced it was bringing Gemini to Google Workspace apps for subscribers, and we now know it will power enhanced reply suggestions.
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Nothing hints at another launch happening soon




Brady Snyder 

published 4 April 24



Nothing Ear 3?
Following a successful Phone 2a launch, Nothing is already teasing a new pair of earbuds. A new phone or two might be on the way as well.
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WhatsApp back to normal following global outage




Nandika Ravi 

last updated 4 April 24



Meta outage
Several users worldwide reported that Whatsapp Messenger was down this afternoon.
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Spotify set to increase prices and add more plans soon




Nickolas Diaz 

published 3 April 24



Changes are coming
A report claims Spotify is preparing to increase prices and introduce new subscription tiers for consumers.
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These Galaxy S23 issues might make you hold off on installing One UI 6.1




Nickolas Diaz 

published 3 April 24



Maybe hold off?
Samsung Galaxy S23 owners started reporting several problems following the One UI 6.1 update.
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NVIDIA's Shield TV Pro is still the best streaming device in 2024
Thanks to powerful hardware and continual updates, the Shield TV Pro is going strong nearly five years after its debut. 



Hardwired
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Level up your mobile photography game with a few simple tips and tricks
Improve the quality of pictures you take with your phone.



Take better photos
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8 things the Pixel 8a can learn from the Nothing Phone 2a
The Pixel has a lot of work to do to match Nothing's $350 budget beast.



It's not nothing
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Xiaomi 14 Ultra review: My new favorite phone
The Xiaomi 14 Ultra has the best camera package you'll find on any phone today. 



Ultra amazing
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Your Google Pixel is getting the April 2024 update, here's what's new
The update includes bug fixes and security patches.



Bug fixes inside
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OnePlus reveals new Pixel-inspired AI feature
AI Eraser is set to make image editing easier.



AI eraser
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Google Pixel 9: Rumors, specs, and what we want to see



By

Nicholas Sutrich 

last updated 3 April 24



Pixel 9
The Pixel 8 and Pixel 8 Pro might have just been announced, but rumors are already heating up for the next big thing from Google.






Pixel 9
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Motorola brings new mid-range Edge 50 Pro 125W fast charge support



By

Vishnu Sarangapurkar 

published 3 April 24



Edge goes official
Motorola unveils an interesting-looking mid-range phone that packs a 144Hz refresh rate display, IP68 rating, and is powered by Snapdragon 7 Gen 3






Edge goes official
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Can you remove the built-in screen protector on the Samsung Galaxy Z Flip 5?



By

Christine Persaud 

last updated 2 April 24



Protect that screen!
The Samsung Galaxy Z Flip 5 is one of two new foldable phones, both of which include tons of added protection for the dual screens, like a built-in screen protector.






Protect that screen!
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The TECNO Camon 30 series is aiming for the best Android camera phones out there



By

Jay Bonggolto 

published 2 April 24



camera king
TECNO reveals the AI-boosted Camon 30 series, setting new standards in imaging and design for its league.






camera king
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Best Samsung Galaxy Z Fold 5 deals of April 2024



By

Patrick Farmer 

last updated 2 April 24



Deals
The Galaxy Z Fold 5 is here, but how can you order it? This guide will tell you what you need to know.






Deals
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Sony Xperia 1 VI might stick with the same camera hardware as last year



By

Nickolas Diaz 

published 2 April 24




The latest batch of rumors suggested the Sony Xperia 1 VI may feature the same cameras as last year.






Phones
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Android 15's rumored status bar makeover might be pretty cool



By

Jay Bonggolto 

published 3 April 24



pre-Android 5.0
Android 15 could give your phone's status bar a refresh and making things more vibrate-y.






pre-Android 5.0
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What you need to know about data breaches and how to protect yourself



By

Jerry Hildenbrand 

published 3 April 24



Protecting yourself
You can't control how other companies treat your data. Here's what you need to know when it ends up in the wrong hands.






Protecting yourself
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How to update the software on your Samsung Galaxy phone



By

Harish Jonnalagadda 

last updated 3 April 24



Update your Galaxy!
Is your Samsung Galaxy phone getting software updates? Learn what steps to follow and the dangers of delaying any update.






Update your Galaxy!
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Google Messages beta reveals how Android 15 could let you text anyone via satellite



By

Brady Snyder 

published 3 April 24



Satellite texting
Strings in the latest version of the Google Messages app beta reveal how Android 15 will let users communicate with anyone through satellite messaging.






Satellite texting
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Pixel Watch April 2024 update goes live with new features and bug fixes



By

Vishnu Sarangapurkar 

published 2 April 24



Rollout begins
Google just dropped the April 2024 update for the original Pixel Watch owners bringing a new Vibration Watch feature that plays with device’s haptics.






Rollout begins
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Latest Nothing OS 2.5.3 update to Phone 2 brings April 2024 security patch



By

Vishnu Sarangapurkar 

published 2 April 24



Nifty OS update
Nothing has rolled out its latest firmware for the Phone 2, with notable new features and improvements.






Nifty OS update
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Jerry Hildenbrand
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Andrew Myrick
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Namerah Saud Fatmi
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Samsung Galaxy Watch 7: Leaks, models, upgrades, and what we want to see



By

Michael L Hicks 

last updated 4 April 24



Galaxy AI watch
Leaks suggest the Galaxy Watch 7 could get a new Exynos chip, AI tricks, double the storage, and (possibly) a major redesign.






Galaxy AI watch
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Oura lets members test new features in its 'Labs' experience



By

Nickolas Diaz 

published 3 April 24



Come join
Oura announced the launch of its "Labs" testing experience in its main app for new features.






Come join
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Samsung's next smartwatch might revive the Galaxy Watch 5 Pro's awesome battery life



By

Jay Bonggolto 

published 3 April 24



battery superpower
The upcoming Galaxy Watch might finally get us back to all-day battery life.






battery superpower
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These are my favorite running and step-counting apps to keep me motivated



By

Michael L Hicks 

last updated 1 April 24



Sunday Runday
Whether you're looking for motivation to run your first 5K, hit a marathon PR pace, or just to walk enough steps every day to stay healthy, these are the apps I'd recommend.






Sunday Runday
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Garmin adds a ton of new features and bug fixes in latest beta



By

Jay Bonggolto 

published 31 March 24



massive update
Garmin just loaded its top smartwatches with a ton of new features and bug fixes in a new update.






massive update
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Best Amazfit smartwatch 2024



By

Courtney Lynch, 

Namerah Saud Fatmi 

published 29 March 24



Try these
Amazfit has plenty of great smartwatches, so how do you know which one is right for you? We've gathered up the best options to help you pick.






Try these
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Best Google Pixel Tablet accessories 2024



By

Namerah Saud Fatmi 

last updated 3 April 24



Awesome add-ons!
Get the most out of your new tablet with the best Google Pixel Tablet accessories. These include wireless peripherals, adjustable stands, and more.






Awesome add-ons!
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Peak Design's mobile ecosystem is an exciting preview of Qi2 on Android phones



By

Brady Snyder 

published 2 April 24



MagSafe on Android?
With support for magnetic and SlimLink accessories, you can use Peak Design's mobile ecosystem on Android phones today as a MagSafe alternative.






MagSafe on Android?
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Best Samsung Galaxy S23 cases 2024



By

Namerah Saud Fatmi 

last updated 29 March 24



Protect your Galaxy
Add some flair, bolster protection, and enjoy bonus features such as kickstands and screen protection with these epic Samsung Galaxy S23 cases.






Protect your Galaxy
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Best OnePlus 12 screen protectors 2024



By

Namerah Saud Fatmi 

last updated 28 March 24



Keep it intact
Curved screens need extra attention. Do your phone right by shielding it with the best OnePlus 12 screen protectors.






Keep it intact
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Best Pixel 7 and 7 Pro chargers 2024



By

Namerah Saud Fatmi 

last updated 28 March 24



Fire 'em up
Google doesn't give you a compatible 30W brick in the box for the Pixel 7 or its more premium counterpart. Here are the best chargers that you can get separately for the Pixel 7 and 7 Pro.






Fire 'em up
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Max Mustard is the blissful VR rebirth of a popular 32-bit genre



By

Nicholas Sutrich 

published 24 March 24



Jump on it!
Max Mustard is the reboot of the 3D platformer, adding a Saturday morning cartoon vibe and VR interactivity to revitalize an aging genre.






Jump on it!
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A new update just made the PSVR 2 ready for PCVR, but there's a catch



By

Nicholas Sutrich 

published 22 March 24



Plug and play
The PSVR 2 is on its way to receiving official PCVR compatibility, and a new headset firmware update just got it one step closer to reality.






Plug and play
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One of our favorite Meta Quest 3 accessories is ONLY $25 during Amazon's Big Spring Sale!



By

Patrick Farmer 

published 22 March 24



Strap into savings
Amazon is dropping 36% off the Zyber Elite Strap during the limited-time Spring Sale.






Strap into savings
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Meta's latest AI breakthrough can automatically map your home



By

Nicholas Sutrich 

published 22 March 24



AI FTW
A new Meta AI algorithm could give the Meta Quest Guardian a massive upgrade, giving it fully automated room scanning capability.






AI FTW
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These AMVR Quest 3 controller grips prove simple is best



By

Nicholas Sutrich 

published 22 March 24



Get a grip!
AMVR Quest 3 controller grips don't cover the entire controller. Instead, they replace the battery door with a superior design.






Get a grip!
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